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The Assembly a fork in the road: the blockchain beyond finance

In 2019 at the start of its second decade having formed over 2,000 cryptocurrencies with a total
market cap of over $170bn (and decade highs of over $800bn) the blockchain stands at a fork in
the road. 

The choice? Whether:

1. to surrender to increasingly onerous financial regulation of crypto in the US and EU and 
adopt fully regulated blockchain models such as the STO – Security Token Offering; or,

2. to harness the agility of blockchain tech – the power of network effect, decentralisation, 
and democratisation – to pivot away from regulation as we have done repeatedly since the 
advent of bitcoin 10 years ago, each time increasing by orders of magnitude in power, 
adoption, and resiliency. 

At The Assembly, we are very much in the latter camp. The story of the blockchain does not end in
“Security Token Offerings” being accepted by the SEC and EU regulators as a cadet-version of
legacy finance using a few more computers to make banking processes slightly more efficient. This
is not a hill to die on. Instead, at The Assembly we have realised that it is blockchain’s too-exclusive
focus on finance which has allowed it to become cornered under regulatory umbrellas. We need to
pivot again, not further into blockchain finance but into blockchain governance, and that is why we
are building The Assembly now.

Since 2009, the blockchain architecture of  Bitcoin  has  broken legacy fiat currency’s monopoly on
money  and  showed  the  world  that  the  cure  to  the  corruption  in  the  parameters  and
administration of money and finance that caused the 2008 Credit Crisis is not yet more centralised
regulation but in decentralisation and harnessing the power of democracy on the blockchain to
achieve mutual self-regulation of the means of exchange. By 2018 that blockchain solution was
20,000 times more successful than the dollar, backed not by a state or a central bank, but by the
people acting in good faith and investing in one another.

Since 2013, the ICO (Initial Coin Offering), has broken legacy investment models and the glass
ceiling of the “accredited investor”1. ICOs took the “gofundme” model of crowdfunded donations
to a promising startup and saw that since the contributions from the crowd took the form of
donations only without rewarding the contributor with the profit from their investment, there was
a limit on their  potential  as  an alternative to large capital  contributions from VCs and similar
financial entities which use money to exert control over the startups they fund. The solution was a
“gosecuritiseme”  model  –  turning  a  donation into  an  investment  with  the  issuance  of  a  coin
representing a share offering to fund a startup which can be held or traded by the holder. Before
the ICO participation in legacy securities was only available to the already wealthy “accredited
investor” who can use large capital investments to accelerate gain in wealth where the people have

1 “Accredited Investor” status is a glass ceiling imposed on the people preventing them from making their value
work for them. The EU defines an informed investor as one who invests at least €125,000. Financial regulators
mask  this  as  “protecting”  people  from  themselves  –  they  might  get  a  dead  end  job  to  enrich  corporate
shareholders, get an ISA or Premium Bonds from National Savings & Investments, bet at a casino, play the National
Lottery, bet at a betting shop, pay taxes on the anticipation of public services – and in each case lose money
quicker than even inflation, but are banned from trading securities in case they are mis-sold.  Only the already
wealthy are admitted to the top table of securities where the rich can get richer. ICOs changed that.
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to hold their value in inflating legacy fiat currencies – the dollar lost 98% of its value in the last 100
years. Now ICOs are available to the people starting at any price. To date ICOs have raised over
$25bn.

Today  financial  regulators  in  the  west  have  begun  to  drag  blockchain  under  their  regulatory
umbrellas. In the EU,  5AMLD  punishes  the blockchain  with onerous banking regulation, pricing
blockchain startups out of the market. In the USA, the SEC has used the Howey test to determine
that: a  security  is  an  investment  of  money(1) with  an  expectation  of  profits(2) in  a  common
enterprise(3) expecting profit solely from the efforts of a promoter or third party(4). We can see
that state actors have an interest in regulating, limiting, and controlling the parameters of common
enterprise between people for profit. The blockchain is dangerous because it empowers people to
invest in themselves and in one another and has proven over the past decade that that freedom
can harness the tremendous power of network effect, decentralisation, and democracy to improve
lives around the world.

At The Assembly we have realised the solution to regulation lies in attacking the 4th “solely from
the efforts of a third party” limb. If one of the 4 limbs fails, the test is passed and the common
enterprise  is  not  a  security  and  does  not  attract  the  barrier  to  entry  in  terms  of  cost  and
qualification of investors that securities regulation imposes. As long as we do not only sit back and
let our money work for us as in finance but instead each apply ourselves with all our resources of
time, effort, energy, labour, and money to a common enterprise we will be able to pivot away from
financial regulation once again. Free speech, free association, and free assembly are fundamental civil
liberties under the common law and we can turn to them rather than just to finance to base our
claims of sovereignty. We are not investors on the blockchain we are Citizens. Citizens have a
Charter of Rights and Responsibilities under a Constitution governed democratically.

At The Assembly we are building the tools to make that possible on the blockchain. First among
these tools is instantly.exchange, our in-house cryptocurrency exchange, which we are preparing for
launch. From that platform we will launch our ICO  Initial Citizenship Offering–  Initial Citizenship Offering . Keeping the ICO
acronym attaches the brand value of $25bn worth of investment to date, but pivots the focus of
the blockchain towards governance. We need your help to set up The Assembly as a home for the
blockchain in London and bring the blockchain out of the internet and into the world to face its
second decade with a secure foundation built on solid ground.

The Assembly  is  being launched as a private members’  club in the form of an unincorporated
association – governed directly under the common law rather than under statute by regulators
such as Companies House or the Charities Commission – to allow for maximum agility in setting up a
blockchain-native tech accelerator. We are currently seeking our founding citizens and would like
to invite you to join our common enterprise at  The Assembly. The blockchain revolution starts
here.

Thanks.

Laurenzo W. Mefsut The Assembly
Founder 18A Belsham Street
The New Athens Hackney Central
+447795530065 London
laurenzo@mefsut.org E9 6NG
SmartCityStates.io
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